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IS SEATTLE U A‘HUNTING GROUND?'












THE FREEDOM TO BE YOU. THE WHEELS TO GET YOU THERE.
JOIN FOR $15 AT ZJPCAR.COM/SySPfmTOR
©zipcar
You only need to be 18+ to join. International drivers accepted. See special offer for Faculty & Alumni.
COME VOLUNTEER WITH US!
MEETINGS ARE AT 7PK
ON MONDAYS
IN CAMPION 006
.CAN’T SEE AT NIGHT?|
People who have problems with glare are|
invited to participate in a one-hour study.
Subjects will receive $100.
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8:45 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Spend the day learning
about careers in natural health!
Find out about undergraduate and graduate degrees
Natural health demonstrations and presentations
Meet faculty, students and staff
Complimentary lunch
Learn more and RSVP
Bastyr.edu/OpenHouse






































DIVIDE DEEPENS BETWEEN IRAN AND SAUDI ARABIA
A SEATTLE U PARTICIPATES IN MLK DAY FOR ACTION
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY’S NEW ARTIST IN RESIDENCE:
MATT SELLARS
o CALIBURGER: ALL FEEL NO MEAL?
A 0 & A WITH COACH JOAN BONVICINI
WHAT IS THE BEST THING THAT i
EVER HAPPENED TO CORY DANIELS? j
CHECK THE ONLINE COLUMN





















THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Tess Riski
Volunteer Writer
1.6 BILLION POWERBALL WINNING NUMBERS
ANNOUNCED-The winning numbers for the
largest jackpot in North American history
were revealed on Wednesday, Jan. 13. The first
drawing for the historic Powerball was held on
Nov. 7. There was no winning ticket. Drawings
continued every few days after the original, with
none yielding winners. As time went on and word
spread, more Americans joined in as the statistical
chances ofwinning increased, causing the jackpot
to skyrocket to $1.6 billion. Winning tickets were
announced over two months after the original
drawing. The prize will be divided among the
three winners who beat the 1 in 292 million odds.
Each ticket is worth either a $328 million lump
sum or a $533 million 30-year annuity. Winning
tickets were purchased in California, Tennessee
and Florida. Munford, Tenn. couple John and Lisa
Robinson were the first winners to emerge. The
couple opted for the lump sum payment. Winners
from California and Florida have yet to reveal
their choice.
28 KILLED AND 56 INJURED IN BURKINA FASO-
OnFriday, Jan. 15,at least 28 peoplewere killedand
56 were injured in the West Africancity ofBurkina
Faso, Ouagadougou. After explosions were set off
outside a cafe Friday evening, the four attackers
seized over 100 hostages and moved them inside
the adjacent Splendid Hotel. Witnesses described
the sound of screaming and gunfire. Security
forces freed 126 hostages early Saturday morning.
Among the deceased were two French nationals,
six Canadian citizens and one 9-year-old girl. The
luxury hotel was a target due to its association
with Western diplomats. A1 Qaeda in the Islamic
Maghreb (AIQM) claimed responsibility for the
attack. The same jihadist group was responsible
for a similar attack in November on a luxury hotel
in neighboring Mali which left 21 dead. AIQM is
ledby Mokhtar Belmokhtar and rivals the Islamic
State (ISIS).
ALAN RICKMAN DIES JAN. 14-Actor Alan
Rickman died on Thursday, Jan. 14 at the age of
69 after a battle with cancer. The actor was well
known for portraying villainous characters,
most notably Hans Gruber in “Die Hard” (1988)
and Professor Snape in the "Harry Potter” series
(2001-2011). His other films include “Sweeney
Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet Street” (2007),
“Alice in Wonderland” (2010) and “Lee Daniel’s
The Butler” (2013). Rickman launched his
acting career in 1978 at the Royal Shakespeare
Company. In 2001, the actor began his decade-
long performance as professor Severus Snape.
J.K. Rowling tweeted Thursday that, “He was a
magnificent actor 8c a wonderful man.” Fellow
“Harry Potter” actor Daniel Radcliffe wrote
that; “Alan Rickman is undoubtedly one of the
greatest actors I will ever work with.” Rickman
is survived by his wife, Rima Horton. According
to IMDb.com, Rickman will make a final on-
screen debut as the voice of the Blue Caterpillar
in the sequel, “Alice in Wonderland: Through the
Looking Glass.”
TAIWAN ELECTS FIRST FEMALE
PRESIDENT-Tsai Ing-wen, leader of the
opposition Democratic Progressive Party (DPP),
was elected as Taiwan’s first female president on
Saturday, Jan. 16. Tsai won the presidency with
56.1 percent of the vote. For the last eight years,
Taiwan has been governed under the pro-China
alliance Kuomintang (KMT) or Nationalist Party.
The election marks the first time that the KMT
lost control over Taiwan’s legislature. The DPP
now holds 68 of 113 seats. The election of a DPP
candidate indicatesmany people’s desire to depart
from Chinese influence. Taiwan’s strides towards
independence and democracy have threatened
ties with China, which considers Taiwan a key
piece of its territory.
FIRST ZIKA VIRUS CASE IN THE US-On Friday,
Jan. 15, the first U.S. case of brain damage linked
to the Zika Virus was reported in Oahu, Hawaii.
The baby was born with microcephaly, which is
an unusually small brain caused by incomplete
brain development. Officials speculate that the
mother became infected with the virus while
living in Brazil during her pregnancy. The virus,
carried primarily by yellow fever mosquitos,
can be passed from mother to fetus and is most
dangerous during early pregnancy. The Zika
virus is highly concentrated in Latin America,
however, it has begun making its way toward the
Northern Hemisphere. Epidemiologists attribute
this migration to climate change, as the mosquitos
thrive in warmer weather. On Friday, Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention warned pregnant
women to consider postponing travel plans to
Latin America. All of those traveling to Zika-
infestedareas are urged totakeserious precautions
to avoid mosquito bites.
US LIFTS SANCTIONS ON IRAN, US PRISONERS
RELEASED-On Saturday, Jan. 16, President
Barack Obama signed an executive order lifting
U.S. sanctions on Iran. Iran is now in compliance
with the U.S. after dismantling significant sections
of theirnuclear program,which includedshipping
out 98 percent of their uranium. As a result ofthe
lifted sanctions, Iran can now participate in the
world economy. The announcement came hours
after Iran’s release of five U.S. prisoners as part
of a prisoner swap. One of the released prisoners
was Washington Post journalist Jason Rezaian
who had been detained on espionage charges
since July 2014. The prisoner swap and nuclear
negotiations are loosely related due to recently
forged diplomacy between the U.S. and Iran.
The editor can be reached at
news@su-spectator.com.
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RESIDENT ASSISTANTS EXPRESS CONCERNS TO HRL STAFF
By Vikki Avancena
Staff Writer
From being a confidant on their
respective floors to putting on various
educational and interactive programs,
the Resident Assistants of Seattle
University are dedicated to fulfilling
their responsibilities and building
community. However, since the start
of the 2015-2016 school year, many
have felt that concerns about the heavy
toll of their work have been ignored.
The pressure and frustration of not
being heard built throughout this past
fall quarter resulting in a coalition of
more thanthirty RAs comingtogether.
The group of RAs composed a
letter that explained why they feel
the Department of Housing and
Residence Life has exploited them. The
letter also detailed a list of demands
the RAs expected from current and
future professional staff, with attached
personal testimonies of mistreatment
they had experienced.
“Resident Directors need to be able
to provide sincere gesture for support,
actingby their own volition to create a
safe and open space for theirRAs,- and
“Resident Directors must understand
professionalism and be able to
fulfill the specific administrative
requirements of this position” were
included in the list of demands.
On Friday, Dec. 11, a large group
of those involved with the letter and
thosewho wanted to standin solidarity
filed into Director of Housing and
Residence Life Kathleen Baker’s office,
and read the letter aloud.
“When [the RAs] were done reading
I think my first response was ‘I don’t
disagree with anything you just
said”’ said Baker. “I think we’re in a
We re supposed to be at a school that
pushes us to do more and be more, but
ifwe cant even pursue that more for
our residents, whats the point? said an
RA who wished to remain anonymous.
Why are we even given this title and
these responsibilities if we cant fulfill
one of the most important parts of
our jobs?
good place to start working on these
issues together.”
Of the various grievances disclosed
in the letter, one ofthe most important
matters raised was the lack of support
felt by the RAs from HRL. The felt
their voices were invalidated, and
many chose to remain anonymous
for fear of retaliation from their
supervisors and their belief that
there is no safe space for open and
honest communication.
Additionally the RAs felt a great
amount of dissatisfactionwith the lack
of social justice programming they
were permitted to establish. Several
students said they have experienced
institutional marginalization, and
insisted that more training toward
racial and social justice knowledge
was necessary for all professional
staffmembers.
The lack of diversity among the
current professional staff also added
to discomfort for the diverse group of
individuals that make up the RA team.
“We’re supposed to be at a school
that pushes us to do more and be
more, but if we can’t even pursue
that ‘more’ for our residents, what’s
the point?” said an RA who wished
to remain anonymous. “Why are
we even given this title and these
responsibilities ifwe can’t fulfill one of
the most important parts of our jobs?”
While the department is still in a
period of transition and is currently
seeking to fill the vacancies in the
resident director positions, steps have
already been taken to address the
concerns raised within the letter.
Together with Vice President and
Associate Vice President of Student
Development Michele Murray and
Alvin Sturdivant, Baker and the
rest of the Lead team have been
taking new, directive approaches to
mending the problems they see within
the department.
“This is not an insurmountable
series of concerns,” Murray said. “I
thinkthe issues the RAs haveraised are
good issues and with some dedication
and hard work we can work to achieve
very positive results for residents and
* resident assistantsalike.”
According to Baker, the recruitment
for the new resident directors consists
of outstanding candidates with great
strengths in diversity and social
justice training. Opportunities for
leadership development are currendy
being pursued as well, with help from
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Czarina Ramsay, the director of the
Office of Multicultural Affairs, as
well as Rich Okamoto, the director
of Disabilities Services, to best
appeal to the needs of the RAs and
professional staff.
Baker was unable to comment on
anyresolution towardpersonnel issues
due to confidentiality restrictions.
“I’m a litde bit aware ofwhat’s been
going on with the RAs and Housing,”
said sophomore Bellarmine Hall
resident Mari Onoye. “It hasn’t really
affected the community on our floor
or anything, you justhear aboutwhat’s
going on.”
With future imperatives of a new
staff-time curriculum, in which a
training activity will be demonstrated
at the housing staffmeeting to then be
repeated at the RA staff meeting, these
new directives are intended to bring
the department closer together.
Future meetings with Baker, Murray
and Sturdivant with the RAs and
housing staff will take place within the
next two weeks.
“My hope iswe can turn this around
and make it a positive,” Baker said. “[I
want to] have people lookback on it as
a great opportunity for us to grow and
change and learn fromeverything.”
Vikki can be reached at
vavancena@su-spectator.com,
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REMEMBRANCE DAY TO HONOR HOLOCAUST VICTIMS
‘A’ali’i Dukelow
Volunteer Writer
Next Wednesday, Seattle University
will honor all people hurt by the
Holocaust—including those who
have no living relative left to
remember them.
“In one of our prayers that we do
for this event, which is the Mourner’s
Kaddish, there is a point where most
rabbis will say please stand and
everyone remains standing and they
will say, please stand for people who
don’t have people to pray for them,’
survivors from the Holocaust,” said
Seattle University student and co-
presidentof the Jewish Student Union,
Hannah Traktman. “I think it’s a big
deal, there’s a lot of people who don’t
have anyone to stand for thembecause
their entire family line was completely
destroyed in the Holocaust.”
Each year, Seattle University’s
Campus Ministry and School of
TheologyandMinistry, incollaboration
with the Jewish Student Union,
organize the Holocaust & Genocide
Remembrance Day, an event that
recognizes Holocaust survivors and
their experiences.
The destructive effects of genocide
impacts the lives of its victims and
survivors beyond comprehension. At
this event, participants remember the
lives of Jewish people lost during the
Holocaust to honor their continued
presence among us and to ensure that
their culture overcomes the multi-
generational desecration that the
Holocaust caused.
“When I started in the Jewish
Student Union, the number one thing
that I was working on was this event,
it’s something that’s really important
to me,” Traktman said.
According to Assistant Dean
for Ecumenical and Interreligious
Dialogue in the school of Theology
and Ministry Michael Reid Trice,
acts of genocide remain a threat to
the existence of various ethnic and
religious groups in today’s society.
“Unfortunately and tragically,
genocidal activity happens regularly
enough that it is like a tear in the
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fabric of human history,” Trice said.
“Its effects include the loss of life, the
loss of the living memory of a people
in their own present and future, and
is a totalbreach of human trust, often
eradicating a sense of safety in the
world around us.”
Trice described genocide as the
deliberate cultural and physical
eradicationofan entire population that
arises froman immense intolerance of
their existence.
“One cannot underestimate the
corrosive power of genocide. From
personal and professional experience,
in friendships and professional
relationships, the lasting impact of
genocidal activity is undeniable,”
Trice said. “Of course, there are
stories of courage, heroism, and
especially simple noncompliance.
Communities can be valiant, creative
amidst suffering, and unquenchable
reminders of the strength of the
human spirit.”
For this year’sHolocaust 8cGenocide
RemembranceDay event, speaker Bob
Herschkowitz will share his insightful'
story of surviving through the largest
concentration camp in France during
World War II. The event will also
feature the artwork of Akiva Segan
that conveys the revival of respect for
the memory of those who suffered
through the Holocaust.
“Honestly Ithinkthe goal ofthe event
is to be able to personalize a tragedy
that is beyond comprehension,”
said Associate Director of Campus
Ministry, Erin Anderson. “When
you think about the total number of
deaths in the Holocaust, 11 million
is the number that is thrown around.
I think my goal would be just for
people to be able to see a human face
and to put a human narrative in that
number of 11 million people. Every
single survivor...who’s come to speak
on our campus has had this incredible
hope and belief in humanity and so
for me, even if that hope and belief
in humanity was transmitted to one
student on our campus, that would be
worth all the time and energy that is
put into an event like this.”
In remembering the stories of
these survivors and commending the
resilience of the Jewish community,
their legacy thrives despite the
tribulations that sought to eliminate
their existence. The event also
promotes equality and justice for
all people in any society in order to
prevent the appearance of any similar
tragedies in the future.
“The memory will never die...
the Jewish people...have a memory,
a collective, cultural, and religious
memory and I think that’s the power
that’s there, that I see,” Anderson said.
With racism and discrimination
flourishing in modern society,
the Holocaust Remembrance Day
serves as a reminder that the value
of humanity is worth much more
than the conflicts that emerge in a
diverse environment.
Even though those who lost their
lives during the Holocaust may not
have any living relatives to pray for
them, those in attendance at the event
will be able to honor their memory.
“I think that it’s good for people
to be able to stand up and represent
those families who can’t speak for
themselves anymore,” Traktman said.
The Holocaust Remembrance
& Genocide Day event will be on
Wednesday, Jan. 27 at 7 p.m. in
Student Center 160. All students and
faculty are welcome and encouraged
to attend.
The editor can be reached at
news@su-spectator.com.
SAUDI ARABIA AND IRAN TENSIONS COULD IMPACT SU STUDENTS
Shelby Barnes
Staff Writer
Increasing tensions between Saudi
Arabia and Iran have not only
created a deeper divide between the
two countries but are also affecting
students at Seattle University.
Sophomore biology major
Abdulaziz Alnasri came to the U.S. in
2012. He explained that though he may
not currently be personally affected by
what is happening, in the long run, the
scholarshipwhich he isreceiving from
his government may experience the
strain which is occurring within both
Saudi Arabia and Iran.
“As they keep going down, my
scholarship might be affected. They
already stopped upgrading and
accepting new students. In a few years
I don’t think the program will be as
active as it is now. It keeps getting
difficult to join.” Alnasri said.
Nova Robinson, a professor at
Seattle U who holds a doctorate in
womens history in the Middle East,
stressed the importance of Seattle U
students making themselves aware
of the conflict between Saudi Arabia
and Iran.
“I do think that it is imperative for
students to be aware ofthe part of the
world that we are currently invading
and occupying, and I think that as
a conscious and engaged citizen of
the United States, it is important to
be aware of what our government
is doing outside of our borders,”
Robinson said.
The already tension filled
relationship between Saudi Arabiaand
Iran was intensified after Saudi Arabia
proceeded tobehead Nemer al-Nemer,
a Shiite cleric who represented and
was a voice for the Shiite community.
Nemer advocated for equal rights
and criticized the Saudi Arabian Sunni
rulers. Nemer was originally arrested
in July of 2012, and later after being
found guilty ofopposing the country’s
ruler and encouraging sectarian strife,
or violence encouraged in different
sects of the same religion, was later
given the sanction of execution
in October of 2014. Nemer, along
with 46 others, was executed on
Sunday, Jan. 3.
The death of Nemer was met with
outrage throughout the Shiite Muslim
community in multiple cities ranging
from Tehran to Beirut. Protests that
started out peacefully escalated into
violent uproars as Iranians reacted to
the execution of Nemer by attacking
the Saudi embassy in Tehran. These
attacks consisted of Shiites setting
fire to some parts of the embassy. This
not only deepened the strife between
the two countries, but also resulted in
an official cut in diplomatic ties. This
is the second time that diplomatic
relations have been severed, the first
being after a Saudi embassy was
attacked by protesters in Iran in 1988,
fatally wounding a diplomat.
“When Saudi [Arabia] executes
an important Shiite cleric who has
been living in Saudi [Arabia], that’s
considered an affront to the people of
Iran, who are inherentfollowers ofthe
Shiite tradition,” Robinson said. The
role of the cleric in the Shiite tradition
is to to help one understandthe Quran
and how they should be operating in
daily life, Robinson said.
“Those religious clerics are
important* because they are
interpreting religious doctrine, and
that tradition is very important in the
Shiite tradition. It is not as prevalent
in the contemporary moment in the
Sunni tradition. There is a difference
there, so when you kill an active clergy
member that’s considered an act of
aggression by the believers in Iran,”
Robinson said.
While pointing out that the
tensions that Saudi Arabia and Iran
are experiencing are associated with
religion, Robinson also emphasized
that this is mainly driven by political
stances and a fight for power.
“A lot this has to do with access
to resources, access to powers in the
region... it has to do with one trying
to gain power and win over the
hearts and minds of the populations
of the region. It doesn’t go back to
the prophet of Muhammad but it
is a modern incarnation of a desire
of a nation state to gain political
power and leverage in a region,”
Robinson said.
Alnasri shared similar viewpoints
to those of Robinson, expressing that
both countries are attempting to gain
power in some way.
“That is the bigger reason I think,
conflict of interest. Basically, Saudi
Arabia represents the Sunnis and Iran
represents the Shiites so, each one
of them are trying to take control as
much as possible. It will takeawhile to
get this things straight,” Alnasri said.
Gina Lopardo, the director of the
education abroad office, confirmed
that no student had expressed interest
in going to either Saudi Arabia or
Iran. The closest a student has gotten
has been doing an internship on the
Gaza strip.
“We have never had a student
wanting to study in Iran or even Saudi
Arabia. Last year we did have a student
do an internship on the Gaza strip...
because of the way his internship was
being conducted, he was eventually
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awarded permission to have that
experience,” Lopardo said.
According to Robinson, long-term
implications of this conflict could
be global.
“What’s happening now is utmost
importance because it is going
to shape the future and further
American relations with the region,”
Robinson said. “Understanding what’s
happening internationally is very
important for students. I think that the
way we treatpopulation in the Middle
East has long term implications for
our nation and our future.”
Shelby may be reached at
sbarnes@su-spectator.com
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PAPER VS PIXELS: TECHNOLOGY’S IMPACT ON STUDY HABITS
Amy Martin
Volunteer Writer
With a new quarter beginning, it is
worth reevaluating the necessity of
bringing screens into the classroom.
Studying with laptops and iPads may
win against paper and pencil when
it comes to convenience, but recent
studies show that using these devices
actually harms the learning process.
As so much of daily life is increasingly
consumedby technology, some Seattle
University professors suggest taking
a break from these devices during
class hours.
“There is something simply valuable
in having a couple hours during your
day when you are not on your phone
or your computer,” communications
professor Julie Homchick said.
“Just to sit in a room with people,
share comments, observations, ask
questions, et cetera.”
Sophomore Nick Zatopa agreed that
bringing a device into the classroom
could be more distracting than helpful
when trying to absorb information.
“I feel like when you are looking at
your own handwriting you probably
retain it better than just looking at
it typed,” Zatopa said. “Looking at a
white screen with the same writing
[font], I don’t remember it as well.”
A recent study backs up Zatopa’s
view. In 2014, psychological
scientist Pam Mueller of Princeton
University led an experiment on
student notetaking habits. Across
three experiments conducted in a
classroom setting, groups of students
were all given the same information
but some students took notes by hand
and others with laptops.
The results showed that although
students using laptops took more
notes, they had less understanding
of the material. After a full week of
independent studying, students with
handwritten notes performed better
on tests than those with typed notes.
“We are so connected online in our
day-to-day lives most of the time,”
Homchick said. “To just have that
space where we are not I think is
good—it’s good for our learning.”
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Rachael Roberts (left) reviews her typed notesfrom lecture while Hannah Isbell (right) reviews her handwritten ones.
With eyes on the screen and fingers
on thekeys, it can be easy for students
to forget there is a teacher in the
room trying to connect with them.
Philosophy professor Daniele De
Santis described the classroom as a
space of reason, where students and
teachers should actively interact with
each other.
“At some point you realize you are
not interacting with a human being —
well, not a human face—but with a
laptop,” De Santis said. “There should
be an interaction, there should be a
discussion; both the teacher and the
student should actively participate, but
if one of them has a kind ofbarrier...it
only goes one way.”
Outside of the classroom, studying
with a laptop can cause other negative
effects on learning. Homchick
began looking at studies similar to
Mueller’s because she was concerned
her students were having trouble
connecting with the content.
“Some research suggests that
students don’t learn as well or
remember information as well if they
type it, and that’s largely because we
can type so quickly so we actually
don’t have to process the information
and discern what we need to write
down,” Homchick said. “We can be
indiscriminate and type everything
and then we are not processing, we are
not doing good critical thinking and
we are not asking questions as much
in class.”
Though technology can hinder
classroom participation and study
habits, there are still advantages to
using it for studies outside of the
classroom. According to a 2008 study
conducted by the North Central
Regional Educational Laboratory,
“information literacy is the ability
to locate, recognize, evaluate, and
synthesize information across a
wide range of media using electronic
resources and other technology.”
In other words, having access to
infinite amounts of information
presented in different formats pushes
brains to process and find information
efficiently. Thus, it may not be a bad
idea to use technology for outside
resources when getting stuck studying
the same material in our textbooks.
“There are pros for having [a
laptop],” Zatopa said. “Crossing out
and erasing on a computer is so much
easier because you can just delete, and
you can email notes a lot easier if you
don’t have to scan them.”
Changing study habits may be
difficult, but Seattle U students have
resources. One-on-one consultations
with a learning specialist are available
in theLemieux Library to help students
learn more about how to improve the
results of their study efforts. They can
set up an appointment by going to the
Learning Assistance Programs office
or by calling (206) 398-4450.
The editor can be reached at
news@su-spectator.com.
STUDENTS HEAD TO OLYMPIA FOR MLK DAY FOR ACTION
Callie Craighead
StaffWriter
Celebrating the spirit ofMartin Luther
King Jr.’s commitment to advocacy,
the Seattle University Center for
Community Engagement took
students, faculty and staff to Poverty
Action Networks Martin Luther
King Jr. Day of Action in Olympia
on Monday.
Participants rode to the Washington
State Capitol in Olympia and met
with community organizers and state
legislative representatives to discuss
issues like Temporary Assistance for
Needy Families (TANF), predatory
payday lending, and criminal
justice reform.
“The event provides an opportunity
for students to see what direct
advocacy looks like,” said Graduate
Assistant for Student Leadership,
Leezel Ramos.
The Day of Action was not limited
to the Seattle University community;
participants came from all over the
state. The event allowed citizens to
urge their lawmakers to fight for the
protection of basic needs programs
and critical services, progressive
revenue options and racial equality
and economic justice in public policy.
' Freshman Kasha Bradford Adams
felt that the event was a great
opportunity for students and other
Seattle U community members to
engage in Washington politics.
“The event was a good way to show
activeness in the political sphere and
taught me how to correctly speak
to legislators when advocating,”
Adams said.
One of the organizations discussed
at the event was TAN, a federal
assistance program that provides
temporarycash benefits to the parents
of struggling families as they are
seeking employment.
Participants metwithRepresentative
Eric Pettigrew and staff from
Representative Sharon Tomiko Santos
and discussed issues that are currently
on the legislative floor, giving them
direct dialogue with the legislators to
see how policy is enacted.
Attendants also had the opportunity
to meet with Senator Pramila
Jayapal after seeing her speak in a
legislative session.
Adams thought seeing legislators in
action first hand was informative.
“It was an important event to
participate in because a lot of people
do not know how the legislature works
especially during election years,”
Adams said.
The annual lobby day was heldbythe
Statewide Poverty Action Network, an
organization that hosts events year-
round for volunteers to take part in.
“We are working with a partner,
Poverty Action Network, whose work
is very alignedwith the Catholic social
justice mission,” Ramos said.
Poverty Action Network is an anti-
poverty coalition started in 1996 that
works to reduce poverty in the state
of Washington through promotion
ofpolicy and community action. The
organization is committed to creating
solutions that mitigate the causes of
poverty in the state.
Poverty Action Networkalso invites
its participants to share their stories
about how poverty has affected their
communities and individual lives.
One story shared on the organizations
website is from Sandra Miller of
Clarkston, WA, who went into debt
after having to take out sizable loans
in order to pay for back surgery.
“There were no payment plans
available to me; my only choices were
to pay back the loan in full or pay the
interest and roll over the debt,” Miller
said. “As someone who lives paycheck-
to paycheck, I understand that people
with low-incomes cannot afford
unexpected expenses and as a result
may need to use a payday lender. But,
people using payday loans deserve
the same protections as those using
bank loans.”
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Predatory payday lending, the
issue Miller faced, was just one of the
many topics discussed at the Day of
Action event.
On the issue of criminal justice
reform, the Day of Action participants
also discussed legislation with a
group called I Did My Time, which
is a temporary job service program
for ex-felons. The organization also
fights and advocates for certain bills
in legislature.
Ramos believes the event taught
participants about what it takes to
change policy, as it showed how totake
concerns directly to policy makers.
“When talking about social change,
the event shows how we can do that in
our communities,and what that looks
like from an advocacy perspective,”
Ramos said.
Coinciding with Martin Luther
King Jr. Day, the event gave spirit to
King’s mission of advocacy and also
gave life to the strong sense of social
justice at Seattle U.
“Dn Martin Luther King Jr. was an
advocate for social justice,” Ramos
said. “He worked with people from
local government all the way to the
president to enact change.”
Attendants left the event with
a better understanding of how to
advocate legislators to create change
in policy.
“One of the things I really took out
of the event was learning more about
legislature,” Adams said. “It was a
really rewarding experience.”
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Coffee is less the answer, and more Don't wish upon a star; wish upon Things that contain the letter 'z' will Stop slacking, or stop overworking
the essay prompt. your lucky charms instead. have a special meaning for you. yourself. It's one or the other with you
•te SCORPIO AQUARIUS X TAURUS g) LEO
*<l 10/23-11/21 1/21-2/19 Qj 4/21-5/21 Ct 7/23-8/22
Liberal use of lotion leads to fewer Little did you know, but many sur- Animals pose 4 percent more of a The world is waiting to hear your
doors open. prises await you in your closet. threat than normal. metaphorical mating call.
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Talk about your feelings with foliage This week brings you happiness es- Find repose in dark places; you de- If you can make your actions reflect
before anyone (or thing) else. pecially in terms of fluffy food. serve some relaxation. your true whims, you'd be a success.
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0 Write a blog
o Burn your jersey
0 Write a song about it




ALL CYCLES COLLECTS PERIOD
PRODUCTS FOR THE HOMELESS
MENSTRUAL CYCLES COSTAPPROXIMATELY $18,171 OVER ALIFETIME, SO WHAT DO YOU DO WHEN YOU CANNOT
EVEN AFFORD FOOD? AND WHAT DO THESE NUMBERS SAY ABOUT HOW SOCIETY REGARDS MENSTRUATION?
PHOTO COURTESY OF ALL CYCLES
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ALL CYCLES COLLECTS PERIOD PRODUCTS FOR THE HOMELESS
Nick Turner
Staff Writer
Menstrual cycles are an unavoidable yet
crucial part of life, even to those who don't
have them. And yet, Andrade says, most people
don't think to donate important supplies that
help people avoid infections and stay healthy.
"Menstrual products are one of those
necessities that people just don't think
about," Andrade said. "I don't know if you can
understand it, but I don't even know ifyou have
to understand it to have empathy for people
who don't have access to laundry facilities or
washrooms, who are dealing with something
that's really inconvenient."
of homeless people in King County. More than
100 volunteers fanned out across the county to
count the number of men, women and children
who were sleeping without shelter.
The Coalition found 3,772 homeless
people—21 percent higher than the year
before—sleeping on the streets of King County.
993 of them were male and 230 were female.
It should be noted that the gender of 2,518
people could not be specified.
"Menstrual supplies are a really basic
necessity, something that all women need
every single month, and that's a lot of money
if you don't have any resources," Crawford said.
"Anything and everything helps."
Even among people with menstrual
cycles, periods are often a sensitive topic of
conversation.
"People are uncomfortable talking about it.
It's kind of taboo," saidco-founderof All Cycles,
Hannah Stover. "Before I read the articles, it was
something I didn't think of and I have a cycle.
It's not something that is talked about often. It's
something that's swept under the rug."
It's a commonly known fact that certain
members of our species bleed from their
vaginas generallyonce a month. Othermembers
of the same species, namely those who do
tend to take the brunt of it," Cohan said.
The way some people react to periods, he
added, is "ironic to the extreme." As he puts it,
the code of masculinity is predicated on being
tough. Most guys, when they bleed, treat it as
a badge of honor, yet those so-called tough
guys quickly become squeamish when they're
told that someone bleeds from the same place
every month.
"[Those tough guys] need to reflect on
their own presumptions, reflect on their own
biases," Cohan said. "It's about their discomfort
around female sexuality as much as it is around
blood, because it relates to sexuality, it relates
to fertility. This is a natural process and it's
essential to life. Part of the issue is that it's a
reminder to men that they don't procreate, that
they don't have that power."
In an essay published in 1978in Ms. Magazine,
the show, performers vocalized interpretations
of interviews that touched on the common
issues faced by people with vaginas.
She will perform again this year when the
show premiers at the end of Winter Quarter.
"Even though there are women all over the
world that are oppressed and have to deal with
all this pain and abuse... they still rise, they're
still making a difference, still being mothers,
sisters, daughters, grandmothers and caring
and loving and healing the world " Ting said.
Patriarchy, she said, pits women against
each other; it drives them to approach social
situations with only two goals in mind: be more
like a man or find the man. This creates fierce
competition.
Ting added that patriarchy affects men just as
much as women. It gives both groupsa standard
neither can live up to. It oppresses all genders,
all sexes.
menstrual cycles.
"A lot of people I know would say it's
oppressive men and patriarchy," Jacobsmeyer
said. "I don't know how I feel about that. I think
certain women are not comfortable talking
about [periods] and have never really learned
to be comfortable with that."
Few people are eager to talk about the daily
struggles of living without a home; fewer want
to talk about homeless people and their periods.
But a new group on Capitol Hill called All
Cycles is trying to change thatand are collecting
tampons, pads and other menstrual supplies for
people who can't afford them.
Liz Andrade, founder of All Cycles, started the
group last year in August after reading an article
in the Huffington Post explaining how hard
it can be for people
living in povertyto get
items like tampons
and pads. She was so
moved by the issue
that she reached out
to neighbors, friends
and family to organize




Stover and Jes Olsen
followed her lead and
joined the group as
its co-founders. They are well into their second
drive, which will end next month. The first one,
Andrade said, was a huge success.
"We've always kept our expectations low and
then [been] really surprised by how generous
people are in this city," Andrade said.
The donation drive is running now until Feb.
20. Donations of tampons, pads and other
menstrual supplies will be accepted at six
locations throughout Seattle, all of which are
listed on the All Cycles Facebook page.
Revealing the oppressive nature behind
so-called taboo issues is crucial to fighting
stigma and to ensuring the success of groups
such as All Cycles—and the best way to fight
this stigma, Jacobsmeyer said, is with basic
















"As time goes by, awareness grows for the
project. I think that this drive is going to go way
beyond the first one," Andrade said.
“EVEN THOUGH THERE ARE WOMEN ALL
OVER THE WORLD THAT ARE OPPRESSED
AND HAVE TO DEAL WITH ALL THIS PAIN
AND ABUSE... THEY STILL RISE, THEY’RE
STILL MAKING A DIFFERENCE, STILL
BEING MOTHERS, SISTERS, DAUGHTERS,
GRANDMOTHERS AND CARING AND
LOVING AND HEALING THE WORLD.”
-SOPHOMORE SKYLER TING
Gloria Steinem mounted a brave attack on
gender roles that passionate feministscelebrate
to this day. In it she wrote of a satirical world
where, instead of women, men are the ones
with menstrual cycles. In an ironic twist, these
men see menstruation as a sign of strength and
masculinity, not weakness. Monthly periods
turn into enviable, boast-worthy events where
the dominant males can strut their fertility
Nick can be reached at
nturner@su-spectator.com
"All that catty gossip and
fighting that you get," she
said. "To me, that's a product
of patriarchy."
Diana Jacobsmeyer, a Seattle
U sophomore majoring in
both Marine and Conservation
Biology and Spanish, also
performed in the Monologues
last year.
"It's supposed to be a safe
place for you to talk about
anything, really," Jacobsmeyer
said. "And [the performers]
talk about everything. It's
funny performing and you see
the faces on the audience."
Rick Crawford is working against
homelessness as Development Manager of
Peace for the Streets by Kids from the Streets,
or PSKS, a nonprofit in Seattle that supports at-
risk youth and young adults. It's also one of the
six locations where All Cycles will be collecting
donations.
not experience this phenomenon, sometimes
struggle to accept that fact.
To sociology professor Mark Cohan, the
stigmatization of menstruation is the reflection
of the patriarchy.
"This treatment of women, in particular
women's biology and menstruation," Cohan
said. "Has a very long history in this society and
many others."
In a world where women are pressured to
fit man's ideal image of femininity, Cohan said,
being homeless and having your period is like
being kicked when you're already down.
"[With] any form of gender oppression, poor
women are more vulnerable to it and would
to untrustworthy females. Every facet of our
culture—science, philosophy, the pursuit of
knowledge, happiness, and purpose in life—
would be seized by the monopoly of men.
"Malehuman beings have built whole cultures
around the idea that penis-envy is 'natural' to
women," Steinem famously wrote, "...though
having such an unprotected organ might be said
to make men vulnerable, and the power to give
birth makes womb-envy at least as logical."
SkylerTing, a Seattle U sophomore majoring in
marketing and a double-minoring in French and
women and gender studies, performed with a
group ofSeattle U students last year in a theater
production called "The Vagina Monologues." In
For Jacobsmeyer, the
situation is more nuanced;
patriarchy and societal
expectations of masculinity
are not the only sources of
pressure on people with
The group is also going to host "The Red
Party"—its first fundraising event—next month
on Feb. 13 in an art space in Belltown called
Common Area Maintenance.
"There's big assumptionsabout homelessness
being male-dominated," Crawford said, "That's
not really the reality from what we've been
seeing."
Last year, during the early hours of Friday
morning on Jan, 23 , members of the Seattle
King County Coalition on Homelessness
embarked on the 35th annual One Night Count PHOTO COURTESY OF ALL CYCLES







IS SEATTLE U A “HUNTING GROUND?”
Madeline Corbin
Staff Writer
The campus climate survey released
earlier this year revealed that 3
percent of Seattle University students
have experienced unwanted sexual
contact, but last year the school
reported zero cases of sexual assault.
This discrepancy has raised a lot of
questions. To provide a forum and
engage a wider audience in this crucial
conversation, last Thursday Student
Government of Seattle University
President Mallory Barnes-Ohlson,
StudentEvents and Activities Council
Media and Lecture Coordinator
Kasi Gaarenstroom and Health
And Wellness Crew member Jane
Hunter organized a screening of the
documentary “The Hunting Ground,”
which examines sexual assault on
college campuses.
In 103 minutes ofpersonal accounts
and shocking statistics about sexual
assault “The Hunting Ground” points
a finger at university administrators,
accusing them of disregarding sexual
assault victimsin an attempt toprotect
their school’s image, their star athletes
and their fraternities. Survivors
attest to the damaging effect their
institution’s response had on them,
highlighting the necessity ofbelieving
in and supporting survivors above
all else.
The film’s main storyline follows
two activists who brought this issue
to the nation’s attention, Annie Clark
and Andrea Pino, both of whom are
survivorsof sexual assault and former
students of the University of North
Carolina. Their stories reflect the
reality of the “rape culture” that exists
on many campuses, where sexual
violence is normalized and excused by
peers and authority figures alike.
Even more shocking than the stories
themselves is what happens—or what
doesn’t happen—when the survivors
try to report the incident.
“My rape was bad, but the way I was
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
treated was worse,” said one survivor
in the film. The schools are often so
unwilling to listen or react to their
accounts thatmanysurvivorsare made
to feel worthless and are driven into
deep depression.
Embedded in the film is a spark
of hope. As Clark and Pino describe
how they found the courage to tell
their stories and connect with other
silenced survivors across the country,
they simultaneously create a national
movement that gained the attention of
the White House in mid-2014. Their
effortsput political and social pressure
on many institutions to change
their policies.
Right around this time, a task force
was created at Seattle U to evaluate
the school’s sexual misconduct
policies. In the last two years, the
“Think About It” online course
CAM PETERS • THE SPECTATOR
Kim Caluza and Aimee Coonerty-Femiano from CAPS introduce the film and warn about possible physical
or emotionalresponses.
has become mandatory for all
incoming freshmen. The GreenDot
initiative has also been introduced,
providing education about bystander
intervention. But many students and
faculty are still dissatisfied with the
university’s efforts.
“We felt that there’s a strong
student voice behind wanting more
transparency,”Huntersaid.“Wewanted
to make sure that this was brought to
faculty’s attention.”
Watching the film, it was impossible
not to ask, “Is Seattle U a ‘hunting
ground,’ too?”
After the screening, four panelists
were available to answer the audience’s
questions, most of which echoed the
aforementioned quandary. On the
panel sat Dean of Students Darrell
Goodwin, Title IX Coordinator
Andrea Katahira, Director of
Wellness and Health Promotion
Ryan Hamachek and Director of
Counseling and Psychological Services
Kim Caluza.
Though the film often highlighted
the administration’s business-like
motives, the panelists assured the
audience that this aspect was not
reflective of Seattle U.
“Business mentality isn’t part of
how I approach my work and isn’t
something I’ve heard from anyone I
work with,” Katahira said.
According to the panelists, two
possible paths exist for victims of
sexual assault seeking support. The
first is completely confidential support
from Counseling and Psychological
Services, the Student Health Center or
CampusMinistry. The second involves
reporting and seeking protection
from the perpetrator. In this situation,
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the survivor could speak to Katahira,
Goodwin, Hamachek, or essentially
any student employee or faculty
member—all ofwhom are “mandatory
reporters,” meaning that they would
be required to report the information
to the Title IX Coordinator.
This policy is our school’s
interpretation of the federal
requirements in Title IX and the Clery
Act which mandates the existence of
“responsible employees” on campus
who report incidents of sexual assault
to the Title IX coordinator. These
incidents are then reported to the
federal government. However, some




According to Katahira, the
mandatory reporting policy exists first
and foremost to ensure that survivors
are aware of their resources.
“Anyone in a mandatory reporting
position first must provide non-
judgmental support and care to the
student, make sure the student knows
there are confidential resources and
reporting options,” Katahira said.
“Then they contact the Title IX
coordinator and I check to make sure
all of these steps have been carried
out. It’s not a report to take action,
it’s a way to ensure the students are
getting the support they need.”
There are rare incidents when
the university may be compelled
to take independent action against
the perpetrator. Specifically, if the
university feels that there is an
“increased risk” that they will repeat
the act. In such cases, the student
survivor would be notified, but they
would not have to be involved in
any way.
As a relatively new policy, the
processes still has issues that have
not yet been solved. Currently,
student employees and faculty
members receive little to no training
as mandatory reporters, so many
are unsure about how to report or
to whom.
“Policies have been very confusing,”
said Social Work professor, Amelia
Derr. “Changes have occurredto some
policies but they were not updated
online. Student employees don’t
know what to do and it’s the same
with faculty.”
She explained that this is a significant
problem because survivors may be
forced to retell their story multiple
times, and because people who are not
adequately trained can be more likely
to re-traumatize survivors.
Some feel that the policy should be
changed altogether, including junior
sociology major Claire Penney.
“It isn’t survivor-centric,” Penney
said. “People don’t know they’re not
having a confidential conversation,
and there’s no way that’s not taking
someone’s story away from them. It
makes the process scarier, especially
after someone has experienced an
assault, to go through this mysterious
and vague process where they don’t
know the outcome or how they will
be treated.”
Katahira responds that the goal
of the policy “is not to take agency
away from the student.” According to
Katahira, by reporting the incident
to the Title IX coordinator, the
student has access to resources such
as academic accommodations if they
need to take time off from school,
or change their housing situation.
Individual staff and faculty members
would not have the ability to do
that and if a student doesn’t want to
take action, as long as the university
knows they have the resources, it can
end there.
Still, some faculty and students
object to the idea that the survivor’s
story could be shared with anyone
besides the person they trusted with
that information. Other models
are emerging.
“We aren’t the only ones who have
this critique,” Derr said. “There are
places that are mandating that a
faculty member disclose that they
heard about an event, but there is no
requirement to share details. It’s just
for legal reporting necessities.”
The key difference here is that
the survivor’s name would remain
completely confidential. Sociology
professor Mark Cohan added that
he feels the information shouldn’t be
shared with anyone “against the will
of the survivor.” Instead, he believes
that people who experience sexual
violence should have complete control
and that it should be their decision to
determinewhat process happens next.
A Cultural Condition of
Complacency
Of course, an even larger problem
than Seattle U’s response to sexual
assault is the cultural state that allows
such incidents to occur.
“In the film, they were talking about
Greek life, which we don’t have, but
we still have other things that serve
that purpose,” Barnes-Ohlsen said .
“We’re not better than these schools
just because we don’t have Greek life,
which is an important distinction
to make. We need to recognize how
we’ve been socialized to experience
dating in the party culture. That’s
part of what contributes to get us to
the point that the institution needs
to respond.”
The “Think About It” course
for freshmen can be an important
introductionto the subject,but Barnes-
Ohlsen feels that it is not as ideal as a
face-to-face course, especially because
it fails to reach transfer students.
“If we continue to do ‘Think About
It,’ I would ideally like there to be a
UCOR class that goes along with it,”
Barnes-Ohlsen said.
According to Cohan, the programs
currently in place focus mostly on
bystander-intervention, which is
“useful to a point.”
“But where we need to put more
attention is having that larger
conversation about the cultural
assumptions and cultural beliefs that
can promote a culture that allows
violence against women,” Cohan said.
The Wingmen is a relatively new
student group doing just that. They
were present at the film screening
on Thursday with information about
"It makes the process scarier, especially after
someone has experienced an assault, to go
through this mysterious and vague process
where they don't know the outcome or how
they will be treated," — Claire Penney
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their club.
“It started last year as a place for
men to talk about sexual assault
and the role masculinity plays in
that, especially toxic masculinity,”
said freshman member, Michael
Clymer. “It’s been transitioning into
a club less about men but more about
masculinity and social constructions
of masculinity and breaking down
these ideas.”
.
Derr believes that, as a Jesuit
university focused on social justice,
our school has the motivation and
resources to address these problems
adequately.
“Within a framework of victim-
survivor advocacy, we really believe
that Seattle U can be a leaderhere, led
by our mission of caring for the whole
person while still acting within the
bounds of the law,” she said.
The only way awareness can
be raised, however, is if students
and faculty learn about the issues
and engage in the conversations.
Gaarenstroom invites students to join
organizations like the Wingmen or
HAWC or the GreenDot initiative “so
that you can start these conversations.
It starts with us in organizations and
then it spans out to the community.
Student voice is the most important
one, and it’s the one that’s really going
to make a difference in the school.
And I think we all have that voice.”
More information about Seattle
U’s resources for victims of sexual
assault may be found at http://www.
seattleu.edu/deanofstudents/sexual-
misconduct/
Madeline may be reached at
mcorbin@su-spectator.com
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IN CONVERSATION WITH ARTIST IN RESIDENCE, MATT SELLARS
Scott Johnson
Staff Writer
Cornish College of the Arts graduate
Matt Sellars was recently selected as
Seattle University’s Artist in Residence
(SUVAIR) and has spent the last six
months preparing his exhibition that
will be shown in the Vachon Gallery
from Jan. 15 to Feb. 11. A skilled
wood-worker, sculptor and illustrator,
Sellars’ exhibition focuses on themes
that deal with history, environment
and the world around us.
Just minutes before the opening
reception, Sellars sat down with me
to discuss his work, inspirations and
what he’s learnedfrom the residency.
Scott Johnson: What does it mean
for you to be selected as resident artist?
Matt Sellars: It means a lot. I
think I had expectations of what the
residency was going to be like, which
kind of changed the moment I showed
up and startedbuilding up my studio.
I found it to be super exhilarating to
find a blank slate to step outside of
my artistic process and take it in a
new direction.
SJ: What did you hope to accomplish
while here?
MS: I wanted to use the residency
as time to think, because that’s not
Matt Sellars’ exhibition “Displacement” opened last week at the Vachon Galley. Sellars was chosen as this year’s Seattle
University Artist in Residence.
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always something you get to do when
you have a deadline. I also wanted to
interact with students and conduct
studio visits with them. I think my
biggest desire was to just interact with
the college atmosphere and be a part
of that energy.
SJ: How old were you when you
found a love for art?
MS: I always drew, like most kids
do, so it was right from the get-go. I
really like to draw, so I don’t know ifI
can consider it a discovery, it was just
something that I started doing and it
all came natural to me.
SJ: Have you ever considered a
different career path?
MS: Oddly no. When I started
thinking about a career path, which
was probably high school, at that point
I had decided that art was totally cool.
It’s what I wanted to do. Of course I
don’tmake a living as an artist, I make
-my living as a contractor. As far as my
life’s important work, that’s art.
SJ: Which artists do you draw:
inspiration from?
MS: From an early age, or when
you first become very aware of the
art world and artists in it, which
was college for me, artists like Anne
Hamiltonand H.C. Westermann.
SJ: Which piece are you most proud
of today?
MS: “Thinking Out Loud.” This
piece became aboutwhat theresidency
became about. Because once I figured
out that it was okay to just go and
thinkand draw, it really started to take
off. This piece is me just jotting down
direct thoughts and quick sketches
and putting them up there. Over time,
it just kind of got filled in. So yeah,
this is definitely my favorite.
SJ: Which piece of art have you
struggled with most?
MS: I would say that each of my
shows has at least one piece that I
struggle with. The funny thing is, is
it usually starts out as what I think
will be the strongest piece and then
it doesn’t live up to expectations and
it ends up being abandoned. There’s
a process you go through where you
decide to abandon it. Or you come
up with the realization that it isn’t
working and then you struggle with it
to make itwork and thenyou decide it
just isn’t working.
SJ: When is a piece finished for you?
MS: That is a really tough question
because then you go and install it
and it looks completely different. I’m
not as stringent about that anymore.
Nowadays, I know that you could
continue to tinkerwith a work forever
and more of my style now is to just
keep on moving to the next piece and
then whenyou revisit that workagain,
you discover what was strong about it,
what you really liked about it.
SJ: What themes are you trying to
convey here tonight?
MS: My overarching idea or theme
for the residency is “displacement”
and that started with coming to the
studio everyday through a city that is
rapidly changing and seeing how this
city is becoming a harder and harder
place for a wide group of income
ranges to live in. So I started thinking
about the idea that people are being
displaced from the city. That idea
then grew to contain the entire idea of
displacement, the idea that land gets
displaced with water as the climate
changes, animals get displaced from
their habitats. All these drawings
reflect what that’s about. Also the
very idea of the residency became an
opportunity to interact with students
and with teachers, and the college
atmosphere too.
Scott may be reached at
sjohnson@su-spectator.com
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The view from below one of Sellar’s
sculptures.
CALIBURGER IS HELLA BAD
Jarrod Gallagher
Staff Writer
There are two kinds ofburgers in this
world — the fast food burger and the
meal burger. Through my travels I
have had the opportunity to sample
the best and worst of both types.
The mostnotable burgers are always
the ones that have fresh ingredients
and don’t waste your time with
things that shouldn’t be there. The
Ave in the U-District is home to yet
another burger joint that is trying
their best to perfect the burger
recipe — Caliburger.
While I’ve never visited an In-and-
Out Burger restaurant in California,
from what I’ve heard it is to die for.
Caliburger, however, doesn’t make
me want to visit anytime soon if it is
supposed to be similar.
The first thing you notice when
you go to Caliburger on The Ave
is how bright and comforting it is.
Full wall photographs of scenes
from California, a giant multiscreen
TV set playing some hip music
video behind the scenes footage or
something and big garage doors on
the front— that I can imagine let in a
lot of air and sun during the summer
— all make you feel like you’ve been
teleported out of the rainy Seattle
life and into a Southern California
boardwalk burger joint.
Good fast food burgers are hard
to come by, because there’s a balance
that needs to be obtained. Seattle
has been lucky enough to have been
graced byDick’s-Drive-In as the local
burger staple. Dick’s Deluxe burger,
one of the best fast food burgers you
can experience, gives you two patties
.some cheese, lettuce, mayo and a
bun that isn’t too big all for just a few
bucks. Sure, you sacrifice the luxury
of eating inside and free refills, but
the quality is there.
Unfortunately the “fun in the
sun” Caliburger experience they are
trying to sell you is not what you’re
going to get. A quick look through the
limited menu landed me with a “Cali
Double” combo with some chopped
onions, and a little explosion bubble
told me to try my fries “Cali-Style,” so
I did. Totalling about $12,1 had high
hopes for what was to come.
Caliburger tries to bring something
fresh and different to experience
in an area that doesn’t have a lot of
knowledge of what many would call
good California style burgers. After
my visit to Caliburger, I don’t think
Caliburger knows either and I don’t
blame them seeing as they don’t even
have a restaurant in California. Much
to my surprise “Cali-Style” actually
just means they put a bunch of
lukewarm liquid cheese and thousand
island dressing on top of your fries,
which didn’t go down well with the
uber greasy double patty cheeseburger
I got. This particular style of fry is
meant to mimic the iconic In-N-
Out “animal style fries,” but it is a
poor replacement.
With all its faults, there are many
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Located in the UniversityDistrict, Cali Burger is the new hot spot to getfast and cheap hamburgers.
things that Caliburger does right.
There was plenty of seating, free wifi,
pleasant employees and it was very
clean. They have their liquor license,
so beers on tap are available as well
as Stumptown cold brew coffee,
milkshakes that you can get a shot
of alcohol in, and a coke machine
that gives you a million different
selections. A tablet computer by the
seating area gives you the chance to
order milkshakes and fries from in
case you wanted more or forgot to
order some the first time around.
Eating at Caliburger isan experience
much like eating a burger underwater:
both experiences give you something
"I give Caliburger 2-3 out 5 stars
because that's how many days it took
me to recover from eating there."
everything food
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to talk about and they both give you
burgers that make you wish you
hadn’t eaten for days afterwards. The
Caliburger experience is a lot more
about making you feel welcome and
comfortable in the restaurant so you
stay there for a long time, but they
have completely neglected the part
where the food should taste good.
I give Caliburger 2-3 out 5 stars
because that’s how many days it took
me to recover from eating there.
Jarrod may be reached at
jgallagher@su-spectator.com
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CRITIC’S CORNER: “BLACKSTAR” GIVES LASTING LIFE TO BOWIE
Paige Wolfe
Volunteer Writer
Despitehis death last Sunday at the age
of 69, David Bowies musical genius
continues to impact pop culture. His
newest album, “Blackstar” (2016) is a
testament to the influence Bowie had
on three consecutive generations and
its prophetic tone is sure to remain
echoing in the ears of those who listen
to it for years to come.
Most would remember Bowie
for his bold makeup and his many
emphatic performances as Ziggy
Stardust (Bowies stage name). Bowie
paired his music not only with chunky
heels, colorful blazers and electric
guitars, but also with meaning and
showmanship that was absorbed and
adored by those around him. His
albums helped define and make sense
of the cultural happenings going on
around him.
To wit, “Space Oddity” (1969)
was released around the time of
the Apollo-11 moon landing. The
lyrics presented the story of a lonely
astronaut (Major Tom) who spends
his last days floating in the vacuum
of space. The soul-searching and
psychedelic rock combination present
on the album became an immediatehit
with fans and the meanings behind his
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songs added to the sensational quality
of the sound he was pioneering.
Bowie’s ability to incorporate
elements of many musical genres was
another defining quality of his life’s
work. When one listens to “Suffragette
City” (1972) and “Life on Mars?”
(1971), one wonders if it was actually
composedby the same artist.
The title track on “Blackstar” (2016)
combines elements of jazz, death and
surreal groove as well as lyrical clues
that hint at the artist’s awareness that
this would be his final album. The
entire album allows for the listener
to lose themselves in its slow and
steady feel.
Bowie sings, “Something happened
on the day he died, spirit rose a meter
then stepped aside, somebody else
took his place and bravely cried (I’m a
Blackstar I’m a Blackstar).”
The saxophone featured on
“Blackstar” afforded the song with
great symbolic meaning, given that
Bowie’s deceased brother used to play
the instrument.
“I Can’t Give Everything Away”
(2016) expresses Bowie’s personal
struggles during his 18-month battle
with cancer. He seldom changes the
back beat which creates a creepy
tension. Within this song Bowie also
mentions, “With skull designs upon
my shoes,” thus paying tribute to the
famous British designer Alexander
McQueen, who passed in 2010. All
these musical elements and images
add to the album’s underlying theme,
which is death.
The minimalist album cover
consists of a Blackstar with no words.
Segments of a smaller black star are
artistically portrayed underneath.
Perhaps the symbols represent each
song since there are a total of seven
including the title track, “Blackstar.”
The music video for “Blackstar”
(2016), has received great attention,
reaching over 16 million views within
a week of its release. The 10 minute
music video begins with a scene
of an astronaut lying on the crust
of the moon (played by Bowie) on
“the other side” as he sings about an
alternate reality in which he exists.
Some could also find it disturbing
and considerably deep since the song
and the album itself serve as a parting
gift for future listeners. “How many
times does an angel fall? How many
people lie instead of talking tall?
(I’m a Blackstar I’m a Blackstar),” the
references within the raw imagery of
the music video cross over with the
meaning ofhis lyrics.
The music video for “Lazarus” was
also commended for its revealing
and crude imagery since it’s said
to be an interpretation of Bowie’s
reincarnation. Some of the lyrics
say, “Look up here, I’m in heaven-
I’ve got scars that can’t be seen” and,
“Everybody knows me now.” This
gives impressive detail that adds to the
ideas that someone can live on after
death and that the death of a musician
cements his fame.
As an album, “Blackstar” dissects
the concept of death and reveals
the processes of dealing with it on a
personal level.
Editor may be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
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Blackstar album cover
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COACHES CORNER: JOAN BONVICINI
Yesenia Varela
Volunteer Writer
She’s coached at four different
universities, has been voted Coach of
the Year numerous times and was the
finalist for the U.S. Olympic Basketball
team in 1976. She is Joan Bonvicini,
Seattle University’s women’sbasketball
head coach. Basketball is her passion
and coaching is her calling. Along
with passion, Bonvicini believes
that the key to success is hard work
and integrity. These three things
are ingrained in her and she is now
passing them on to the players she
coaches. Recently, she earned her
700th career victory as head coach,
which only 16 other head coaches in
Division I women’s basketball have
accomplished. This year, Bonvicini
hopes to lead the team to the NCAA.
We sat down with Coach Bonvicini.
YV: What is it about basketball that
you like?
JB: When I was little, 2-years-old,
my parents knew I was a really good
athlete. I was very much encouraged
to be an athlete. I was good in softball
and basketball. And so softball, I
played on the best team in the United
States. My coach was the Olympic
coach. I was veryfortunate I had great
coaches at the highest levelsince I was
a little kid... I absolutely love sports.
I loved both [softball and basketball]
but I quit playing softball as I entered
college because I just wanted to focus
on basketball. It was my passion.
YV: Why coaching? You were
25-years-old when you were offered
the head coach position. You could
have continued playing in college.
JB: You’re passionate about what you
do and you find a way. I did it everyday.
I loved it. I loved therelationship I had
withmy players. It was fun. I’m a super
competitive personbut what coaching
is, is really teaching. Our classrooms
are a little bit different. It’s not just
the teaching of how to score and
how to play defense, you’re teaching
life lessons...The cool thing about
basketball is you bring people with
all these different backgrounds, but
they’re in for a common thing, and the
common thing is that they love in this
sport. And you know, you’re learning
about teamwork, you’re learning
about goal setting. I get people to
do things they’d never thought they
could do, so I’m the person who finds
a way, I see something special in them.
Sometimes they haven’t even seen that
themselves. So I find that thing and
help them grow it. That’s what I do.
YV: How do you build a team? How
do you make the players get along
with each other?
JB: That’s the hardest thing. In order
to have a good team, sure, you need
talent...but it’s really the chemistryand
the ability to put aside your individual
goal for the common goal and that’s
teamwork. That’s leadership. That’s
how you go from being an average
to mediocre team to being a really
good team. That’s how you win a lot
of games. So it’s not just having talent.
It’s about finding that confidence,
being able to get along with other
people. We have kids from different
backgrounds of learning coming
together with that common thing
they love. I know I’ve made an impact,
which is probably the mostrewarding
thing of all of it. The winning is great,
believe me... But as much [of] an
impact I’ve made, they’ve made as
much or more on me. I can motivate.
I’m very demanding of myself that
we’re going to work extremely hard...
No matterwhat you’re going to do you
have to sacrifice and you have to work.
When you’re young, you might get by
not studying a lot, but if you really
want tobe special, you have to do stuff
to set you apart. The people who are
really good work extra hard.
YV: Do you have any coaching
role models?
JB: My college coach was definitely
my mentor, Louis O’Neill, she was
great—and still is. She taught me a lot
of lessons like integrity. So the bottom-
line, in order to be good at anything,
you have to work really hard. First of
all, you have to have a vision of where
you want to go. You have to have a
vision both short term and long term.
I’m a firm believer of writing it down
and looking at it. Not just looking at
it, but saying it. That’s why when I
came [to Seattle U], I said out loud we
were going to win a championship and
I say it to the players. Because when
you say it out loud, you have to own
it now.
YV: How has your experience at
Seattle U differed from the other
campuses you’ve coached at?
JB: Everyplacehas itsown culture and
expectations. I think the difference is,
when you’re at a school like Seattle U,
it’s very competitive....When you do
something good here, people pat you
on the back. When you’re at the other
schools, they say good’, but that’s what
you’re expected to do. Here, because
it’s smaller, you’re able to stand out
maybe a littlebit more.
YV: Thinking long term, what is it
you’d like to accomplish?
JB: Well, I want to take this team to
the NCAA tournament; we’re trying
to do that this year. And I’d like to
coach for a number of years. I feel
great, am in great health, and have
good relationships with my players.
I’m making a difference. As long as
I continue to make a difference, feel
good and Father Steve says to me
‘Joan, I still want you to be a coach,’ I’ll
coach. I lovecoaching here.
YV: Right now the team sits 8-9
overall, what are your thoughts
PHOTO COURTESY OF MOLLIE HANKE
Joan Bonvicini, head coach of Seattle
University’s Women’s Basketball team.
on this?
JB: We were consistently inconsistent
and we’ve played some good people.
We’re starting now to hit our stride.
Every team in the country has had
injuries, we’ve had injuries and are
missing players, but I think this team
is starting to figure things out. Right
now we’re first place in the conference
and that’s where we’re trying to stay.
YV: So what are the goals for
this season?
JB: The goal for this season is to win
the WAC title, win the conference
tournament in Las Vegas and advance
to the NCAA.
YV: How far is the team from
reaching those goals?
JB: Right now we’re 2-0 in the
conference, and we’re tied for first
place... We go a game.at a time, trying
not to look ahead. You have to live in
the moment. So you take care of what
has to be done right now and right
now we want to have a good practice
and then get ready and go.
Editor may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com.
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MEN’S HOOPS OUTRUN BY ROADRUNNERS
Matthew Garcia
Volunteer Writer
CSU Bakersfield defeated the Seattle
University men’s basketball team
Saturday night at Key Arena by a
score of79-52.
The Redhawks were down early in
the first half after the Roadrunners
started the game on a 12-2 scoring
run. They followed that up with a
19-3 scoring run later in the half to
extend their double-digit lead. Seattle
U found themselves down 39-17
at halftime.
The deficit proved to be
insurmountableaftertheRoadrunners
opened the second half with an 8-0
run and followed that with a 9-0 run
later in the half. Overall, Bakersfield
never trailed and led by double-digits
for the majority of the game.
Seattle U had a difficult time
trying to slow down Dedrick Basile.
The Roadrunners junior guard had a
career day, shooting 10-of-15 fromthe
SEAHAWKS RALLY TOO LITTLE TOO LATE
AJ Schofield
Sports & Opinion Editor
The Seahawks have been inconsistent
at worst and dominate at best in this
2015 NFL season. That rang true
last Sunday, as Seattle fell to the 15-1
Carolina Panthers 31-24.
From the onset, it looked like it
was going to be a long day. On their
first play from scrimmage, Panthers
running back Jonathan Stewart
rattled off a 59-yard run and just like
that the Panthers were in scoring
position. Three plays later they
were in the endzone with a 7-0 lead
over the two-time defending NFC
champion Seahawks.
Compounding matters, on Seattle’s
first offensive drive of the game,
quarterback Russell Wilson was
looking for running back Marshawn
Lynch on a short pass over the middle.
Wilson’s pass was off the mark, and
Panthers linebacker Luke Kuechly
was there to intercept it and take it
back for six.
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field and 5-of-10 fromthe three-point
line. His 27 points led all scorers and
were a career high. He also chipped
in two steals on the defensive end.
Overall, the Roadrunners shot 51
percent from the field and were
better than 36 percent from the
three-point line.
The Redhawks did not fare as well
shooting, hitting only 33 percent from
the field. They were led by freshman
forward Zach Martin, who came off
the bench to score 11 points in 11
minutes. Sophomore Jadon Cohee
also chipped in 10 points and three
assists. His four rebounds, along with
four from senior Jack Crook, led all
Seattle U players.
In addition to their shooting woes,
the Redhawks were outrebounded by
the Roadrunners38-31 and they were
unable to record a blocked shot. The
Redhawks turned the ball over 18
times, compared to only 13 from the
Roadrunners, and gave up 25 points
off those 18 turnovers.
Trailing 31-0 by halftime, the
Seahawks were in a bad spot and they
knew it.
“We made a mess of it in the first
half,” Seahawkscoach Pete Carroll said.
“We look at this game as a microcosm
of the season. We struggled so much
early in the season to get going, and it
took us a long time. When we finally
did, we caught fire and got rolling.
Everyone in here just feels like we ran
out of time.”
Football is often a tale of two halves,
“WE MADE A
MESS OF IT THE
FIRST HALF.”
-PETE CARROLL
and that showed again last Sunday.
Seattle came out on fire, scoring two
touchdowns in the first 7:20 of the
third quarter. Down just 17, with
22 minutes of time left, a comeback
CSU Bakersfield improved to 13-5
with the win and their 3-0 conference
record has them currently tied atop
the WAC.
The loss Saturday night dropped
the Redhawks record to 1-2 in the
conference and 7-10 overall. It was the
first game ofa three-game homestand
that continues this week. Thursday
night at Key Arena the Redhawks
take on New Mexico State in their
first meeting since their loss to the
Aggies in the championship game
of the WAC tournament last March.
Tip-off for this game is at 7 p.m.
The Redhawks will complete their
homestand on Saturday night as they
match up with UT Rio Grande Valley
at Key Arena before heading back out
on theroad the following week.
The editor may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
started to seem reasonable.
“In the second half, we had to go for
it,” Wilson said. “We had to come out
swinging. That was our mentality, and
we did a great job of that.”
Seattle would edge closer in
the fourth quarter when Wilson
connected with receiver Jermaine
Kearse for a 3-yard touchdown.
Their next drive would stall, even
after a fake punt was converted
for a first down, but Seattle wasn’t
quite done yet. A 60-yard drive was
capped off by a Steven Hauschka field
goal, and Seattle found themselves
down seven points with 1:12 to go in
the game.
Unfortunately, the clock struck
midnight and the magic ran out.
Hauschka’s onside kick attempt was
recovered by Carolina, and a few kneel
downs ended the game.
“No matter how good you play in
the first half, the second half is just as
important,” Kuechly said.
#12 Jadon Coheepulls up for thefade-
away jumpshot
KYLE KOTANI • THE SPECTATOR
#12 Jadon Cohee was agressive the
whole game, driving to the basket and
finishing with 10 points and 4 rebounds
GAME NOTES:
Russell Wilson went 31-of-48 on
the day for 366 yards with three
touchdowns and two interceptions.
Marshawn Lynch was limited in his
much-anticipated return, gaining
just 20 yards on six carries. Panthers
running back Jonathan Stewart
finished the day with 106 yards on
19 carries, and extended Carolina’s
streak of 100 yard rushing games to
28. Seattle hadn’t allowed a 100 yard
rushed in 27 games.
AJ may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
A RUNNING START FOR TRACK & FIELD’S INDOOR SEASON
Madeline Corbin
Staff Writer
The Seattle U Track & Field team’s
winter season started off strong at the
UW Indoor Preview this Saturday
after eight months of off-season
training. While it poured outside,
athletes, coaches and spectators
packed into the Dempsey Indoor
Center for the all-day meet.
Head Coach Trisha Steidl and
Assistant Coach Chad Pharis
expected the team would be a
little fatigued coming into the first
meet, but that didn’t stop several
athletes from breaking school and
personal records.
Junior Mandie Maddux
simultaneously broke her personal
record and the school record with a
shotput throw of 11.75 m (38’6.75”),
finishing 19th overall. For the men,
senior Devon Walker broke the
school record in the weight throw at
14.61m (47T1.25”), finishing in 11th
place overall.
THE KID GOES TO COOPERSTOWN
WillMcQuilkin
A&E Editor
On Jan. 5, Ken Griffey Jr. was elected
into the Baseball Hall of Fame with
the highest voting percentage ever.
Griffey, who was a Mariner from 1989
until 1999 and again from 2009-2010,
remains one of baseball’s most iconic
figures. The long, looping swing that
allowed the Kid to slug a career 630
home runs remains etched in the
minds of those who saw him play.
Griffey entered the Mariner
organization as the first overall pick
in the 1987 Amateur Draft. When
he made his MLB debut in 1989, he
immediately established himself as
one of the most exciting players in
the game. To wit, he picked up his
first major league hit in his first major
league at bat—a line drive double off
of Oakland hurler, Dave Stewart—and
belted his first major league home run
in his first plate appearance at home in
the Kingdome.
“They both did really well, and
it wasn’t even their best throw,”
Pharis said. “They both have more in
the tank.”
Other personal records were broken
by sophomore Maia Sparkman in
the long jump, junior Katie Fleming
in the triple jump and senior Alisa
Poplawski in the 600 meter run,
finishing first in her heat. Senior
Shaddye Melu also finished first in
his heat in the 200 meter dash, with a
time of 22.57 seconds.
In the long-distance, Steidl
said those running the mile did
particularly well.
“For mostof them, that was the best
start to the season that they’ve ever
had,” Steidl said.
The 3000 meter run also stood out,
with senior Gus Arroyo finishing
second in his heat, breaking his
personal record and nearly breaking
the school record with a time
of 8:26.90.
“We definitely had some great
performances,” Steidl said . “I think
He quickly became known around
the league for his defensive abilities,
routinely making diving plays and
robbing opponents of extra base hits.
His glove earned him 10 consecutive
Gold Gloves, from 1989-1999, each
of them earned for his unparalleled
capacity to patrol center field at
the Kingdome. His play in the field
was surpassed only by his prowess
as a hitter. His effortless swing and
tremendous power allowed him to
lead the league in home runs four
times, win the home run derby three
times in addition to winning seven
Silver Slugger Awards.
Griffey and his father also share
the unique distinction of being the
only father-son duo to hit back to
back home runs in the MLB, having
swatted a pair of dingers in the top of
the first inning off of Angels starter,
Kirk McCaskill on Sept. 14,1990.
Griffey, whose 99.3 voting
percentage broke the previous record
set byTom Seaver at 98.84 percent,had
Shaddye Meluplaced 7th, clearing 2.05m. CAM PETERS· THE SPECTATOR
we also had some we can build upon
and get better. As long as they gave
theirbest on the day, that’s what we’re
looking for.”
In general, during the indoor
season, the team is preparing for
the more focused outdoor season in
the spring.
“The outdoor seasons are a little
more focused, so we’re not peaking
for this, we’re peaking for the outdoor
season,” Steidl said. “Everything we’re
doing now is to build towards the
outdoor season.” Instead of saving
their strength for the big meets, the
team is doing lots of training to build
never set foot inside the Cooperstown
museum prior to being voted into its
hallowed halls.
“In case you don’t know, I’m really
superstitious,” Griffey said. “I’ve
played in the Hall of Fame game
three times and I’ve never set foot in
the building. I’ve never even seen the
front of it. The one time I wanted to
go in there, I wanted to be a member.”
It was assumed that Griffey, whose
greatest career accomplishments
took place during the steroid era, was
never accused or suspected of using
performance enhancing drugs. This
dissimilarity between him and other
popular players of the 1990s and early
2000s made him an easy candidate
for Hall of Fame induction. Griffey
has said that he felt he was already
a notable enough player making
plenty ofmoney and that he therefore
never felt compelled to improve his
performance by using substances. In
an era when an estimated 70 percent
of ballplayers were juicing, Griffey
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up strength and speed for the outdoor
season. “From the distance side of
things, we’re working on our fitness,
doing higher mileage, higher volume
workout-wise.”
“I think we’re getting a really good
start compared to years past,” Pharis
said. “The team’s just a little more
focused over all. They know what
they need to do this year, and they’re
pushing to do it.”
Madeline may be reached at
mcorbin@su-spectator.com.
wasn’t. Nor was he stretching. He
once told reporters, “Why should I
stretch? Does a cheetah stretch before
it catches its prey?”
Mariner fans will foreverremember
Griffey as the Kid with a backwards
hat, a smile on his face and the most
beautiful swing ever seen in the
Emerald City.
Perhaps his legacy is summed up
in that swing, which remained long,
looping and powerful well after he lost
his speed and defensive prowess to
injuries. That swing carved its way into
the minds of baseball fans the world
over. It’s still possible, on warm spring
afternoons at what is now Safeco Park,
to imagine Griffey in the box, relaxed,
eyeing the pitcher and then, crack!...
it’s going, going, gone! Goodbye
baseball, hello Cooperstown.




WHY BERNIE HAS THE YOUNG VOTE
At the Democratic Presidential debate on Sunday, Hillary Clinton was asked why
she thinks she isn’t getting as much support from young voters as her competitor,
Sen. Bernie Sanders. Unsurprisingly, she wasn’t able to give a concrete answer; if
she knew, surely the problem would be solved by now.
The simplest response I can offer is that young people vote for change, not
continuity. This is why President Obama was elected in 2008. And it’s the same
reason why Bernie, who says the U.S. is in need of serious systematic change,
entices this generation ofvoters more than Hillary, who plans to continue Obama’s
policies.
Hillary had the misfortune ofentering this race as already-old news. She and
her husband have been in the spotlight for so long that it’s impossible at this
point to drastically adjust her public image, and her eight-year-old bid for the
presidency is starting to feel stale.
In contrast, Bernie is relatively new to the public eye and carries a powerful
message. He has been unafraid to address issues and offer solutions that other
politicians—Hillary included—have avoided. In some of his main points, he
argues that higher education should be affordable for everyone, that the U.S.
should adopt a single-payernational health care program, and that the country’s
political system has been corrupted bybillionaire campaign donors.
These ideas resonate with the 18-to-29-year-old demographic, and it’s
refreshing to hear a politician talk about them so honestly and candidly. For
young voters—especially those who are voting for the first time—Bernie’s goals,
whether realistically achievable or not, are exciting.
Hillary is undoubtedly the most experiencedcandidate from either party, but
her campaign simply doesn’t have the energy to excite the younger vote. And
this isn’t necessarilydue to any fault ofhers; she just can’t expect to win them all.
Jenna Ramsey, News Editor
The Spectator editorial board consists ofMelissa Lin, ChristopherSalsbury, A.J. Schofield, Lena Beck, Jenna Ramsey, Will McQuilkin, Nicole Schlaeppi, and Sally Underwood. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors
and not necessarily those ofThe Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily theviews ofSeattle University.
Madison Lichter in the 60m dash. Mandie Maddux clearing 1.60m.
THE HUNTING GROUND FILM LETS
VICTIMS DEMAND JUSTICE
A very basal problem that I have with the information available in the world
regarding sexual assault is that it leaves very little space for those who have been
abused to move beyond the role of victimhood. What is it about our world that
makesit so hard to take that strength back? “TheHunting Ground,” a film screened
on campus last Thursday, presented the heartbreaking statisticsbehind sexual
assault on campus in a way that was finally empowering. The film followed two
women as they not only healed from their own abuses, but found the ambition
to reach out to other victims, and stand up to various universities and beyond.
These women aren’t definedby victimhood—they are damn heros.
The film doesn’t skimp on accountability, either. It names specific universities
and their assault statistics. It isn’t one of those stories of assault that somehow
manages to protect the attacker. It calls out Jameis Winston, Heisman Trophy
winner and popular football star for being a rapist. It runs down the list of
university after university and how they’ve responded to accounts of sexual
assault. The answers are so heartstopping that they make you nauseous, but
the film certainly doesn’t sugarcoat anything. To be honest, I didn’t want them
to—you can’t demandjustice if you don’t know the crime.
Too often, we let ourselvesbe told by the world that sexual assault victims are
just victims—that justice is not theirs to ask for. And that’s why this movie is
great—it lets them demand it.
—Lena Beck, News Editor




Carlos is the better uncle you never had.
What’s the best pizzaplace in capitol hill?!
A Personally, I’m a big fan of Hot Mama’s because I prefer• New York Style Pizza. My favorite is the sun-dried tomato
• and basil pizza—so delicious! You can also design your
own pizza and they even offer vegan options! My favorite
part about Hot Mama’s is that they deliver their tasty
pizzas, so why not try a large one from bed?
Q
Uncle Carlos, IfI am allergic to dairy, yet I still eat it, is
• that considered self harm? Sincerely, a lactose-intolerant
• resident.
A
Yes, love your body! I’m sure consuming dairy won’t be a
pleasant experience for your body, so I recommend not doing
that. Look out for substitutes that won’t hurt upset your body
and ask for non-dairy options whereveryou go. Is the taste really




So this guy who is an alum has beenflirting with me
• a lot. We are both living independent lives and barely
9 have enough time to talk, but he makes comments that
make me think he could be interested in something more
than friends. He also said he was thinking ofasking me
out. I can’t tell ifI like him or ifhe is just really
charming. What shouldI do?
A
I would talk to that person about it to get a better
• understanding of the situation. You can never be sure
• until you confirm those things and have an actual
conversation about it. I know it can feel weird or be a
little awkward at first, but talking about it can really
clear things up. Maybe once you have that conversation you will
also get a better sense ofwhether or not you actually like him and
even spend more time trying to talk more often. Doing this could
really build more trust and make it more comfortable for you two
to potentially move this relationship forward.
Q
Carlos, what do I do ifI think I am pregnant butIam
• not sure?
A
Please visit your local health center to get tested! I am
• not a doctor and I cannot give you medical advice, but
• there are plenty of resources on and off campus that can
help you with that. The Student Health Center located on
the first floor of Bellarmine Hall would be a great place
to start!
XOXO Uncle Carlos
To submit a question, visit su-askingforafriend.tumblr.com




AT 7PM IN THE CAMPION
BASEMENT
For as long as I've been a frequent flyer on the airwaves of "This
American Life" I've been hit a few times with the same comment
from my friends and peers. Something along the lines of, "Yeah,
'This American Life' is good, but 'Radiolab' is better. You should
listen to 'Radiolab.'"
I always feel mildly affronted by this interaction. Because yeah,
maybe I should be listening to "Radiolab." It's probably neat. But
who are they to simply brush off my interest in "This American
Life?" It's one of the programs that helped cultivate my interest
in journalism in the first place. I remember how I felt when I was
seventeen, seriously listening to an
episode of it for the first time. I went
online and played a section of it over
and over again—the interviewee
was saying something incredibly
insightful that blew my mind—but
what occurred to me later on was
that it was the questions used by the
journalist that got him there ...
The morning that Oscar nominations come out is almost like a
second Christmas to me. It's the day of the year where we see
what are considered some of the best films of the year. Whether
or not you give any merit to the Awards themselves is entirely up
to you, but for me, it is always interesting to see what films will
go down as both "Oscar nominees" and—eventually—"Oscar
Winners" because let's be honest, some films that have won are
soon completely forgotten—*cough* "Crash" *cough cough*.
On a side note, those who followed my predictions for the Golden
Globes saw that "The Revenant" came out ofnowhere and took not
only Best Director—but Best Picture as well, denying "Spotlight"
(the fan-favorite) the big wins. Having
made my predictions prior to seeing
"The Revenant," I would have most
certainly switched them in favor of
Inarritu's masterpiece.
THE BECKTATOR: YOU’RE MY HERO, IRA GLASS
BY LENA BECK
CHECK OUT OUR ONLINE COLUMNS PUBLISED THROUGHOUT THE WEEK!
HERE'S A GLIMPSE INTO A FEW...
LISTEN TO THIS: LCD SOUND SYSTEM
BY JENNARAMSEY
.
When I saw LCD Soundsystem playa hypnotizing set at an Austin music festival in 2011,1—and everyone else in
the crowd—was under the impression that it would be one of their last shows. The band had said earlier that year
that they would permanently part ways following the tour for their 2010 album, "This Is Happening."
But five years later, they'vechanged their minds. James Murphy, LCD's singer and primary songwriter, announced
about a month ago that the band will release a new album in 2016, complete with a world tour.
A single called "Christmas Will Break Your Heart," released on Dec. 25, is the first new music the band has put
out since 2010. The song is simple but affecting, and clearly recalls the band's earlier work.
LCD Soundsystem is one of my all-time favorites for a few simple reasons. Their songs—a blend of electronica
and dance-punk—are incredibly catchy, the lyrical content ranges from nonsensical to hilarious and the sound
quality is outstanding. By that I mean that even with an overwhelmingly electronic sound, Murphy's vocals are
never lost in the production; his dear, almost theatrical voice is what makes the band unique to their genre.
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